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Greetings

GERARD D'ENTREMONT,
BOARD CHAIR

The path to social and economic
prosperity is dependent on a solid
network of resources and people.
Through the Valley REN's work, as
they strategically positioned
themselves to respond to the COVID
19 pandemic, the creation of sectorial
taskforces provided the impetus to a
more dynamic ability to collaborate.
This collaboration will continue
creating a Regional Workforce
Alliance, driven from the Workforce
Strategy to support workforce
participation and preparation of
skilled labour for our industries and
build on our long history of being a
tourist destination through the
efforts of the STAR program. Also, we
are gaining an understanding and
strengthening our industry logistics,
manufacturing quality, and skill
enhancement to better position
ourselves for the future.
Through these innovative
approaches, the Valley REN will strive
to achieve its vision of our region as
"a thriving, regional economy,
delivering the highest quality of life in
Canada."

SANDRA SNOW,
LOC CHAIR

The Liaison and Oversight Committee
(LOC) provide the governance for the
effective rollout of regional economic
development and, as elected leaders
and the owners of the Valley REN, we
are embracing regional prosperity,
moving to a collaborative approach.
The true power of the Valley REN
comes through the committed Board
of Directors, made up of a crosssection of the best our communities
have to offer and a dedicated staff
taking care of business.
We recognize that regional economic
success in both towns and rural
areas requires strong leadership. The
COVID-19 pandemic has
demonstrated that we can create
growth and prosperity when we work
together. Our communities are acting
regionally and building a sustainable
economy. Our towns are providing a
home for essential commercial and
institutional services to support the
needs and growth of rural
businesses. The Valley REN has
leveraged close to $1M in
supplementary funding to our region,
making it more attractive to business
ventures provincially, nationally, and
globally.
The Valley REN creates regional
growth through business advocacy,
best practices, service delivery
frameworks, information sharing,
and influence. The LOC recognizes
that we must lead and promote
regional collaboration, economic
growth and prosperity through
partnerships, enabling us to build
better lives and sustainable
communities.

JENNIFER TUFTS
VALLEY REN CEO

Due to the global pandemic, this has
been a year unlike any other.
Regional enterprise networks are
equipped and well-positioned to
adapt to rapidly changing
circumstances and as such, we
shifted to immediate response to
help mitigate local impacts and lead
recovery efforts in the region.
We would not be able to do that
without the expertise of the Valley
REN Staff, who work tirelessly, with
passion and dedication. We truly
want to see the Annapolis Valley
grow and succeed and we are
honoured to have a role in that.
We are well-positioned due to the
strategic direction, support and
commitment of our volunteer Board
who dedicate time out of their
already busy schedules to govern this
organization.
Finally, we are able to work for the
betterment of the region with our
municipal, first nation and provincial
funding partners. Thank you for
believing in the power of regional
partnership and working together on
regional economic development. We
truly are better by working together.
We will continue to see challenges in
the coming year due to the
pandemic, but are thankful for the
competitive advantages that our
region has and the strength and
resiliency of its people and
communities.
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Valley REN Overview
Incorporated in March 2014, the Valley Regional Enterprise Network (Valley REN) is the
regional economic development organization for the Annapolis Valley Region.
We carry out the economic development priorities of our members, which currently
include Glooscap First Nation, the Municipality of the County of Kings, West Hants Regional
Municipality, and the Towns of Berwick, Kentville, and Middleton. Funding for the Valley
REN is provided by its members and is matched by the Province of Nova Scotia to support
economic development on a regional level.

Summary
SUMMARY
The Valley Regional Enterprise Network (Valley REN) is pleased to present highlights from the
2020-2021 fiscal year (April 1, 2020, to March 31, 2021).
The 2020-2021 fiscal year was unlike any other. The global outbreak of COVID-19 forced
businesses, organizations, families and individuals to pivot quickly with the Province of Nova
Scotia instituting a state of emergency, mandating several lockdowns and mandating
vaccination and isolation requirements.
The Valley REN also adapted and pivoted projects, programs and services to focus efforts on
support to businesses to mitigate the impact of COVID-19.
Throughout the pandemic, we worked diligently on several key priorities:
Our response to COVID-19 including information about our Regional Economic
Recovery Taskforce can be found on page 3.
Information on the support to businesses we provided in our region is on page 4.
We provided strategic sector supports in the Valley. Learn more on page 5.
Labour has been a challenge for businesses and organizations throughout the
Valley, and the pandemic has pushed this even more to the forefront. Details on the
development of the Regional Workforce Development Strategy can be found on
page 7.
We continued to work on the regional marketing initiative to promote the
Annapolis Valley. Find out more about that on page 6.
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Response to COVID-19
None of us anticipated seeing a global pandemic in our lifetimes. As a result, in late March 2020
and throughout 2020-2021, the Valley REN's focus shifted to one of immediate response to help
mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on the businesses in our region.

phase 1
information distribution

phase 2
program navigation

phase 3
regional economic
recovery taskforce
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We worked diligently to distribute all the information of all the supports and
resources available to businesses.
We created a COVID-19 webpage with links to access information on
items such as business supports, webinars, frequently asked questions
In partnership with Colibri Software, we created an Essential Services
Online Map intended to act as a tool to help people find essential
resources in their local community.
We were a member of the Nova Scotia Business and Labour Economic
Coalition.
We were in contact with and provided support to businesses in the region.
We checked in with all BusinessNOW clients.
We also partnered on the Virtual Advisor Program with all the Nova
Scotia RENs. This free program matched qualified Annapolis Valley
companies with a seasoned Virtual Advisor to help their business
manage and recover from COVID-19.
In consultation with regional stakeholders, we formed the Regional
Economic Recovery Taskforce and Response Teams and led a coordinated
approach to recovery for the region with the following outcomes:
65 meetings held
50 organizations involved
Landing page created: http://www.valleyren.ca/recovery-taskforce/
Impact surveys launched and analyzed
Hosted online brainstorming sessions with major sectors and small
business/entrepreneurs
Developed a Reopening the Annapolis Valley Guide for Businesses
Recorded information sessions with multiple organizations
Created a Finding Child Care in the Annapolis Valley Guide
Hosted session on Improving Employer Confidence in the
Workforce
Hosted Business to Business Networking event
Hosted information session on wage subsidies to hire students
Developed and launched Act Local campaign with a website
(https://valleyren.ca/actlocal/), business directory, marketing campaign
and business highlight videos
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Supports for Businesses
BusinessNOW

We work with businesses in-depth to identify challenges and connect them with the people and
resources to help overcome barriers through the BusinessNOW Program.
The following services were offered for free to
businesses in the Annapolis Valley:
Resource navigation
Specific support
Access to funding programs
COVID-19 supports
Prospect/investor
Expansion
Customer reach
Labour

Total businesses engaged: 882
Business Retention and Expansion Program
In partnership with the Municipality of the
County of Kings, the Valley REN initiated a
Business Retention and Expansion Program
(BRE) to support and identify business
opportunities in the Annapolis Valley in
September of 2020.

BRE is a structured action-oriented and
community-based approach to business and
economic development supporting local
businesses to grow, create jobs, stay in the
community, and collect business and market
data to support economic development planning.
It helps communities learn about issues and
opportunities and sets priorities for projects to
address these needs.
Virtual Advisor Program
All Nova Scotia Regional Enterprise Networks
partnered to offer the free Virtual Advisor
Program, a program that matched qualified
businesses with experienced professionals
representing a full range of disciplines willing
to share lessons learned and best practices.
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25 export businesses supported
120 businesses listed on Essential
Services Map
270 businesses listed on
ACT Local Business Directory
3 businesses highlighted
in videos
36 BRE interviews conducted
BRE outreach to 372 businesses
8 businesses participated in
Mashup Lab's Idea Challenge
6 businesses applied to
Virtual Advisor Program
19 businesses attended
sector brainstorming sessions
20 businesses attended
SME brainstorming sessions
8 manufacturers engaged in
multiple projects
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Sector Supports
We continued to provide strategic support to the major sectors in the Annapolis Valley by
implementing activities that help to solve the challenges and capitalize on opportunities identified.
We held two Continuous Improvement Challenges in 20202021. In early 2020, we created a cross-functional team
consisting of skilled industry professionals from local
manufacturing facilities and industry support. The team brings
their combined expertise to explore and brainstorm a
challenge for a local manufacturer or producer, such as
product flow issues, cost reduction, quality issues, safety, and
ergonomic issues. Two challenges took place in 2020-2021.
Visit our website for more information.
We began working with NSCC to create a Contemporary Leadership in Manufacturing Training
Program. We administered a survey of local manufacturers to determine their needs and secured
funding from ACOA for the development of this program. The curriculum, which will fall under the
Certificate of Professional Studies, has been completed and delivery will begin in 2021-2022.
The STAR Program (or Strategic Tourism for Areas and Regions Program) is a program of the
Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA). It is a step-by-step process to support economic
growth in large tourism regions in Atlantic Canada. The program uses vetted consultants to give
the region an assessment of the current tourism situation, an inventory of tourism assets and
develop a strategic regional tourism plan.
We formally submitted the application and proposal to ACOA in December 2020 and successfully
secured the STAR Program for the Annapolis Valley region in June 2021. The Annapolis Valley
region will be the first region in Nova Scotia to complete a STAR Program.
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Regional Marketing
The Annapolis Valley brand was created in partnership with the Valley REN, the Annapolis Valley
Chamber of Commerce and the former Valley Business Leaders' Initiative to help promote the
region from a business and labour force, residential and tourism attraction standpoint. It is a tool
that all three organizations can now use in
promoting the region.
We developed a website (www.haveitallav.ca)
and were ready to promote the region through
a marketing campaign, but unfortunately, had to
shift our strategy to take into account the
COVID-19 pandemic.
To assist the tourism sector in our region, which
has been highly impacted by the pandemic, we
launched a tourism-focused regional marketing
campaign from August to October 2020 utilizing
Google Display Network, YouTube, the Weather
Network, Facebook and Instagram.

Campaign Results
3,009,006 digital and
video impressions
422,483 video views
14,467 clicks to the website
6,700 conversions
Over 122,000 engagements

Connector Program
The Valley Connector Program works with newcomers and recent post-secondary graduates as a
resource to grow their professional network. The Program addresses local workforce needs by
providing support to emerging talent to secure meaningful employment within the region.
Since the Fall of 2018, the Program has continued
in the Annapolis Valley. During the 2020 – 2021
fiscal year, the Program was slowed by COVID
restrictions but pivoted to offering online workshops
and presentations. Relationships with partner
organizations in the region were sustained, leading
to collaborative events targeting post-secondary
students and immigrants.

17 Connectees
28 Connectors
17 Connections made
4 Jobs found
30+ events attended
(virtual and in-person)
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Thanks again for letting me be a
part of this program. It went very
smoothly; I got a chance to look
at Jobs I didn't even know were
available and discuss the industry
with professionals in the field.”
— Connectee (2021 NSCC Grad)

Just wanted to give you an update
on my first Connectee meeting:
It went great! We found out a little
about each other, asked how to help
each other, and I gave him some
contacts. We have actually decided
to keep in contact via Zoom on
Fridays!
— Connector
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Regional Workforce Development Strategy
The Valley REN is working to create a Regional Workforce Development Strategy. The project
aims to research and develop recommendations to address emerging labour market trends and
barriers/challenges to build, attract, and retain skilled labour in the region.
The project will specifically lead to an understanding of:
Current labour market supply/inventory based on industry and occupation
Current and projected labour market needs
Assessment of the labour market challenges for current and potential business
Identify any gaps and barriers related to full participation in the workforce among diverse and
marginalized groups
Gaps between labour available and labour desired
Development of strategies, actionable next steps and prioritized recommended projects
We contracted MDB Insight, Canada's premier economic development, workforce development and
market research consultancy, who kicked off the project in January 2021.
The Strategy will be built on the foundation of engagement with stakeholders in our region and
built in collaboration with a steering committee made up of the Workforce Supports Response
Team members.
Surveys and employer telephone interviews were
conducted in the last quarter of 2020-2021. The
final Strategy will be completed in 2021-2022.
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MIT REAP Focus Nova Scotia
In March 2020, the Valley REN became the facilitator for the Valley Team involved in the MIT
(Massachusetts Institute for Technology) Rural Entrepreneurship Acceleration Program (REAP)
Focus Nova Scotia Program.
Focus Nova Scotia will support acceleration strategies for economic growth and believes the
evidence-based program will be instrumental in fostering regional resilience and aid in recovery
from the impacts of COVID-19.
Delayed due to COVID-19, the program kicked off early in 2021. The program involves participants
from 5 rural regions in Nova Scotia (Team Cape Breton, Team Pictou, Team South Shore, Team
Valley and Team Western). Ten-person teams comprised of
entrepreneurial, corporate, risk capital, government, and
post-secondary stakeholder groups represent each region.
The MIT REAP framework helps teams understand key
strengths and weaknesses of the regional innovation
ecosystem, evaluates the engagement and level of
collective impact by regional stakeholders and designs
a strategy to strengthen it. MIT REAP focuses on
identifying challenges for economic growth, analyzing
comparative advantages and determining Must Win
Battles while learning from other regions globally.
The program aims to move beyond theory and set teams on a path to real-world implementation.
At the end of the program, teams will have strategies to help their regions harness the power of
innovation and entrepreneurship and accelerate economic and social progress.
We look forward to working with the Valley Team to develop their Must Win Battle for the region in 20212022.
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Looking Ahead to 2021 - 2022
Strategic Plan
The Valley REN began the process of development of a new strategic plan in 2020-2021, which will
guide the organization over the next 3 years. Consultation with all levels of the organization and
stakeholders will begin in April 2021. We anticipate completion in the Summer of 2021.
Regional Marketing
We will redevelop our regional marketing website in 2021-2022. We will build a more robust, userfriendly and engaging website. We anticipate the revamped website will be launched in December
2021.
Regional Workforce Development Strategy
The Regional Workforce Development Strategy will be completed in the 2021-2022 fiscal year.
MDB Insight will conduct a labour market profile and supply/demand analysis and complete a
series of critically important stakeholder engagements to inform the strategy that includes:
Surveys with employers, job seekers, high school and post-secondary students
Telephone interviews with employers
Stakeholder interviews with the Workforce Supports Response Team
Key informant interviews
Education and training roundtable
Community validation session
The primary research and survey feedback launched at the end of March 2021. The final strategy
will be completed in October 2021.
MIT REAP Focus Nova Scotia
MIT REAP Focus Nova Scotia will be completed in late February 2022 (page 8 for more information).
The first workshop will take place in April 2021, the second workshop will take place in September
2021 and the final workshop and program finale will take place in February 2022.
STAR Program
The STAR Program (page 5 for more information) will officially launch in 2021-2022. It is expected
that formal approval will be confirmed in June of 2021 with the launch taking place in the late Fall
of 2021.
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2020-2021 Board

David Ritcey (Chair until September 24, 2020)
Gerard d'Entremont (Chair as of September 24, 2020)
Paul Dixon (Vice-Chair as of September 24, 2020)
Bob Gaudet, Director
Rick Dunham, Director
Stephen Shaw, Director
Cris Shirritt, Director
Heather Delage, Director
Susan MacDougall, Director
Mike Bannister, Director

LOC Members 2020-2021

Mayor Sandra Snow, Councillor Paula Huntley (alt)
Mayor Don Clarke
Mayor Abraham Zebian, Councillor Jeff Hartt (alt)
Councillor John Bartlett, Councillor Michael Fairn (alt)
Councillor Jim Winsor, Mayor Peter Muttart (alt)
Liz Morine, Chief Sidney Peters (alt)
Jason Haughn
Joe Brown

Town of Kentville
Town of Berwick
West Hants Regional Municipality
Town of Middleton
Municipality of the County of Kings
Glooscap First Nation
Municipal Affairs
Labour and Advanced Education

2020-2021 Staff

Core:
Jennifer Tufts, CEO
Richelle Brown Redden, Economic Development Officer
Brennan Fitzgerald, Economic Development Officer
Taylor deVries, Connector Program Coordinator and Administrative Assistant
Project Staff:
Jennifer Yansouni, Connector Program Coordinator (until June 2020)
Meagan Hancock, Communications Coordinator
Dan Surette, Taskforce Coordinator and BRE Coordinator
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